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Popularity of mass consumer items always poses one problem â€“ it spawns a parallel industry of
fakers who produce almost identical goods and then sell them at cheaper prices. Certain countries
(China, for instance) are known to encourage manufacture of such merchandise on a very large
scale.  Such products are then dumped globally via a well-oiled system of syndicates. We find many
fake car parts being delivered in the market, so as to grab genuine parts, we must check out all the
details of the industry or the marketplace. Explore as many markets as you can!

Motor parts are another favorite hunting ground of fakers. Here is an example of Ford car parts and
Ford body parts I purposely bought from the streets at so called â€˜bargain pricesâ€™.  From the label and
packing they appeared real. I then compared those with genuine items lying with me and
immediately found the difference. The look and feel one gets from real products was missing from
the fakes.

The worldwide popularity and reach of Ford cars means that its parts always remain in demand.
Fakers take advantage of this. There is a well-established grey market industry selling fake parts
and accessories of Ford cars in all cities. One can even find original Ford body parts at lower rates.
How is that possible? Well, the operators of grey market import original goods circumventing liberal
customs rules and taxes of certain countries, thereby saving on their costing, which they pass on to
customers. They also employ the tactics such as transshipment, under- and over-invoicing and
kickbacks. From the customersâ€™ view, nothing wrong in that, except that such goods do not come
with guarantee or warranty.

It is therefore advisable to buy from genuine Ford parts dealer in your area. To locate the one, just
log into the internet and write Ford Car Parts or Ford Body Parts as the case may be. And please
watch out, the grey market operators might also be running fake websites to lure customers. So
always click on the real site. To be doubly sure, call the listed phone numbers or better still, visit the
place personally.

Fake car parts can ruin your expensive cars. The so called â€˜originalâ€™ parts bought from the grey
market without guarantee or warranty can create problems in case of breakdown as a Ford parts
dealer will not take them back or replace. Better be safe than feel sorry later; buy genuine, be
secure.
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